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The interactlon of neutrons with matter investigated by the pulsed

neutron source method has received considerable attention in recent

years both theoretically and experimentally. The pulsed source

method is well suited for measuring the diffusion pttmetcts of neutron

moderator materials. A moderator material ls characterized by a low

atomic weight for efficient neutron thermalizatlon and by a low neutron

absorption cross section to optimize neutron economy. The neutron

diffusion parameters in moderators are functions of the velocity of the

neutrons.

Data for moderators at high temperatures are partlcularly valuable

to the designers of poer reactors. However, to properly understand

the physical processes involved in neutron thermallzation, the diffusion

parameters need to be easured from very low to quite high teperatures.

This thesis reports an investigation of the diffusion parameters of light

water by the pulsed source method in the temperature range ·20°C to

25°C. Most of the werk done on water to date has been above 20°C, and

no results have been reported on any experlments by the pulsed method

in ice just belw the freezing point.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A. éggg}erator

A portable Cockcroft—Walton accelerator was constructed by the

author to serve as a pulsed neutron source. The ion source, described

by Morris(l3), is operated at a positive potential with respect to the

target which is at ground potential.

The accelerating voltage is supplied from a transformer rectifier

power supply manufactured by Beta Electronics, Inc. Although the

manufacturer rates the power supply at O·250,000 volts dc of either

positive or negative polarity, difficulty has been experienced in

obtaining reliable operation at the maximum voltage. The experiments

were carried out at around 150,000 volts.

A pressure of the order of 10'5 millimeters of mercury is main—

tained within the accelerator by an oil diffusion pump (Type M¤F·300

manufactured by Consolidated Vacuu Corporation). When the pressure in

the accelerator, measured by a VG—1A ionization gauge, rises above a

present level, a safety relay is activated which turuß off both the VG·lA

filament and the diffusion pump heater. The VG—lA filament and diffusion

pump heater remain off until manually reset.

Neutrons in the 2·3 Hav. range can be produced by the accelerator

from the 1H2(d, n)2He3 reaction. A greater yield of neutrons can be

obtained by using the reaction 1H3(d, n)2He4. The yield for this

reaction is /‘/108 n/microcoulumb for Ed “ 200 kil¤vo1ts(22); where
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Ed is the accelerator potential. Neutrons from the D-T reaction are

practically monenergetic at 14.7 Mev. The tritium reaction was

selected because of the greater neutron yields and correspondingly

improved counting rates.

The tritium targets used in the experimnt were obtained from

the Isotope Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratories. The targets

are fabricated by vapor plating 500 micrograms per square centimeter

of pure zirconium metal on one surface of a 0.25 millimeter thick

platinum disk. The zirconium is then impreguated with tritium. The

guaranteed minimum 183-Zr atomic ratio is 1:1, or slightly over 310

millicuries of tritium per milligram of zirconium; however, each target

is impregnatad with the maximum amount of tritium(11). Diameter of

the target used was 3.2 centimeters.

Neutron pulses are produced by modulating the deuteron beam in

the accelerator. A simple pulsing system uns used in the experimnt

although a somewhat more elaborate system has been developed(31). A

positive potential applied to deflection plates placed in the accelerator

tube at the ground potential end moves the beam to one side of the

central axis. A system of baffles prevents the bes from reaching the

target unless it travels on the central axis. A reference pulse from

a time analyser CFig. 1), to be described later, triggers a Hewlett-

Packard 212-A pulse generator which produces a positive square pulse

whose width is variable from 0.1 to 10 microsecods. A pulse width

of 10 microseconds was chosen to provide satisfactory neutron
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production per pulse. The square wave is amplified by an 811 power

triode and applied to the deflection places through a bloching

capacitor. The biaa voltage on the deflection places is adjusted until

the pulsed beem current on the target is a maximum. Provision is made

to monitor the total bea current where it atrikes a baffle. A

current meter and charge integrator designed hy Higgenbothom(16) was

conatructed to measure the charge collected by the target. Currenta

in the order of 100 microamperes have been obtained from the accelerator

using a Mock type R. F. ion source. Currents between 20 and 40 micro·

amperee steady state were used during the pulsed operation.
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B. Time Analyse:

To examine the time distribution of neutrons leaving a moderator

following the injection of a burst of fast neutrons, an eighteen

channel time analyser was constructed by the author. A complete

schematic diagram of the time analyser appears in the pocket on the

inside back cover. Figs. 2-4 are schematics of associated electronic

circuits. The time analyser consists of a timing circuit which generates

a standard time signal and a gate circuit which sorts the neutron pulses

into their respective time channels.

Pulses from a master one~mgaeycle crystal oscillator are ccunted

on Burroughs beam-switching tubes. A discussion of the operating

characteristics of beam~switching tubes is given by Ho1landsworth(14).

The tube has ten positions around which the electron beam advances

cyclicly; consequently, the frequency division through the tube is ten.

A signal may be obtained from any or all of the ten positions which

the beam assumes in making a complete traverse around the tube. The

timing circuit described has a possible frequency reduction of 105.

The time measurements utilized as a reference pulse the leading

edge of a pulse frm the seroth position of a given bea-switching tube.

This pulse is coincident with a pulse on the seroth positio of each

preceding beam switching tube. Suppose the electron beam is in the ninth

position in each tube. Counting one more pulse will move the beam in

each of the tubes to the zero position producing the reference pulse at

the given tube. Possible choices available from the timing unit for the
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repetition rate of the reference time pulse are 10, 100, 1000, and

10,000 cycles per second. As previously mentioned, the reference

pulse triggers a Hewlett-Packard 212-A pulse generator at the

Cockcroft·Walton accelerator to produce a neutron burst. In addition,

the reference pulse activates a delay multivibrator in the gate

circuit which controls the start of the time channels.

Following the reference pulse, which occurs at, say, time to,

a pulse is available at a known later time, tl, by differentiating the

leading edge of the wave fro the targeälof the proper beam-switching

tube. The delay time, tl, is not continuously variable but mst be

chosen from one of the following set: 1, 2, 3, ....., 9 microseconds;

10, 20, 30, ....., 90 microseconds; 100, 200, 300, ....., 900 micro-

seconds; 1, 2, 3, ....., 9 milliseconds; 10, 20, 30, ....., 90 milli-

seconds. Only one range may be used at a tim, with the preselected

delay time obtained via a switch; the remaining switches being in the

“off" position. Furthermore, the choice in delay time is subject to

two restrictios: the total tim to sequence through the the elghteen

channels plus the delay time must not exceed the time between reference

pulses, and secondly, the delay time must be equal to or greater than

the channel width.

The delay pulse is sent to the second side of the same binary in

the gate circuit as ls the reference pulse, causing the binary to

change states. A negative signal is obtained which pulses the zero

grid of a Burroughs BD-316 beam switching tube. The BD-316 tube

incorporates a separate switching grid in the zero position which anables

* One of the anodes in a bes-switching tube
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the grid to be used as a gate. Whenever the beam is in that position,

pulsing the odd and even grids will not cause the beam to advance.

The binary which drives the odd and even switching grids of the BD-316

tubes is reset by the delay pulse to the proper phase auch that the

first grid pulsed after tl will always be the odd grid. As the

binary runs continuously at a higher frequency than the delay pulse,

resetting the binary by the delay pulse limits the choice of delay

times to a whole multiple of the channel width.

Targets one through nine of the BD—3l6 tubes in the gate circuit

are directly coupled to one side of coincidence circuita forming the

respective channels. Eighteen channels are obtained by using two

BD—3l6 tubes in series. The delay pulse at tl triggers the zero grid

of the first BD-316, advancing the beam to position one and opening

channel one. The beam is then advanced aroud the BD—316, opening

channels two through nine in succession. Upon returning to the zero

position, operation is shifted to the second BD—3l6 which opens channels

ten through eighteen.

Neutron pulses from the BF; detector are applied simultaneoualy

to the second side of all the coincidence oircuits. Counts are recorded

in a channel only during the time the beam in the BD·3l6 is on the

respective target. Neutron counts from each channel are stored in

scalers.

The channel width is controlled by the frequency of the binary

which drives the odd and even switching grids. Four possible channel
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widtha are available, viz.; 1 microsecond, 10 microaeconds, 100 micro-

eeconds, and 1000 microceconds. Channel width measurements were made

in the following manner. A BB3 detector counted a random source of
neutrona. The pulses were fed into the total count scaler and also

the time analyser. The channel width is proportional to the ratio of

the number of counts in the channel to the total count.



C. Heaeurement Technisue

The pulsed measurements were carrled out in n large parsffin

Shield (Fig. S) which served the dsuble role of a thermel insulator

fer the refrigerator and an ahscrber of scsttered neutrons. Scattered

neutrons were prevented from entering the samples by covering the

containers with 30 mile of cadmium. The cooling coils for the refrig—

erator were wound in a helix at the outside edge of the central cavity.

Forced air circulation kept the temperature inside the cavity uniform

and also eliminated to a large extent the necessity of defrosting the

refrigerator. The copressor for the refrlgerator was located just

below the paraffin shleld and a thermostat maintained temperatures

constant to within i 1.5 °F. The temperature of the water or ice

sample was measured by a copper-constantan thermocoupla connected to

a potentiometer.

Demineralized and dealreated water was used in all the samples.

Two aluminum cans, having dlameters of 9.4 and 14.4 cm respectively,

held the samples. These sizes permitted a range in B2 values from 0.1
cm’2 to 0.8 cm°2. Intermediate values of B2 were obtalned by varying

the level of the water or ice in the cans. For pulsed measurements

above 0°C. each sample was weighed. The height of the sample was

calculated from the weight, the density of water at the given temp-

erature, and the area of the can. Since the density of ice is not as

well knon, the height of each ice sample was measured directly. The

weight of some samples was recorded to provide information on the dansity
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of ice. The average density of ice measured at —19°C. was 0.91 Zt .01

gm/cm3. arkov(10) found a density of 0.89 zi .01 gm/cm3 for ice at

·l4°C.
The neutron source was located on the central axis beneath Che

cylindrical aluminum cans. A two inch N. Wood BB3 detector, located on
the central axis above the sample, counted the neutrons emerging from

the surface. The detector was chosen for its high neutron and low

gamma sensitivity. The radial surface of the detector was covered with

a cadmium sleeve to restrict ueuttous counted to those entering the end

of the detector from the Water or ice. This couter arrangement created

a problem when easuring neutron lifetimes. A thermal neutron (0.025 ev)

will travel at the rate of 0.22 centimeters per microsecond. A neutron

counted after a long flight path will be erroneously recorded in a

later time channel.

A technique was used to effectively shorten the detector to two

inches in length and correct for long transit times of neutrons travel·

ing axially. Sufficient B10 powder was placed in an aluminum sandwicn
to approimate the absorption of a two inch length of the BB3 counter.

Then two pulsed runs were made; one without the B10 sandwich and the

end of the BB3 detactor at the surface of the water, and a second with
the detector pulled back two inches inside the cadmium sleeva and the
B10 sandwich over the end next to the water surface. The two inches

of additional effective counter length on the second pulsed run made

little contribution to the neutron cout, and no correction was made.
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The two pulsed runs were normalized to the same nuber of neutrons by

a second BB3 detactor mounted in a fixed location directly beneath the

paraffin shield. The decay curve one would measure with a counter

two iuches in length is obtained by subtracting the curvas from the

two pulsed runs.

Because of the relatively fast decay time for a burst of fast

nautrons ln light water, a repetition rate of 1000 cycles per second

was used for the reference pulaes. The delay time between the reference

pulse and the opening of the first time channel was 100 microseconds.

Channel widths of nominally 20 microseconde each were available using

the converter in.€ig.2). Due to variationa within the beam Switching

tubes controlling the channel widths, a small aount of varlation was

observed in the measured channel widths. Therefore, periodic channel

width measurements were made while the experiment was in progress.

The data from pulsed runs were corrected to the proper values for

20 microsecond channel widtha by dividing the count in each channel by

the respective measured channel width and then multiplying by 20.
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D. Qgita Analysis;

A high neutron background was present during all the pulsed runs.

Measnrements indicated the background was at most only slowly varying,

but changed wdth sample size. A method of data analysis suggested by

de Saucsure and Silver(l5) elimineted the effect of the background

without its exact value being known. The difference curve from the

two pulsed runs was asaumed to be cemposed of a simple exponential and

e conetant or elowly varying background. Points on the curve are then

given by

M:) ·== nOe“dt + 5 (1)

where N(t) =· the number of counts in time interval At containing t.

d ¤ the decay constaut
b == the number of background connts

No ¤ the nuber of counts at t · O.
If one divides the time into intervals of equal length, such that

tk ¤ (k ~ l/2)1’ k ¤ 1, 2, 3, ..... (2)

where tk is the time at the center of the kth interval and 1* ¤

the length of the interval,

then
Nk .. NQ? 0% + 6 (2)

where NR is the number of counts in the kth interval

and

uk.,1 - ug! 0%+1 + 6 (6)

Subtracting Eq. 4 from Eq. 3
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Nk - NM1 ¤ No e" (5)
Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. S, one obtains

or
Nk ~ 11}:+1 ¤ Noe- ¤‘ (k*’5)T [1 ·

e°oM-fil . (6)

For any given ol , 1 ~ e°
dir

ls a constant. Therefore, let

A==No (1 ··
e"d,r)

.

Eq. 6 becomes
NK -· Nm - M °‘°s .
lu (NR · NR+1\¤ In A ·· Vgtk

A plot of NR •
Nk,.1 against tk on semhlog graph paper will give a

straight line whose slope is d . The linear portion of the decay

curve was determined from the graph. The points along that portion

were fitted to a straight line by the method of least squares to find

the value of <7( .
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E. Calculation of B2

In order to analyse the results of pulsed neutron measurements

according to Nelkin's prescription (TAppendix) , an appropriate B2

value must be assigned to each sample. For simple geometric shapes,

the B2 value can be calculated from the eigenvalues of the equation

V2 d><§> + B2 mo?) =· 0 m
where QÖ(r) is the spatially dependent neutron flux. The flux QÖ(r) is

assumed to vanish at some distance
<€

beyond the actual physical bound—

sry of the medium. The first eigenvalue of Eq. 7 for cylindrical

geometry is"2 VR+·6' H + 2cE

where R and H are the radius and height of the cylinder, respectively,

and 2.405 is the first zero of the Jo Bessel Function.

The distance é' is known as the extrapolation distance since it

is the distance from the edge to the point outside the cylinder where

the asymptotic neutron flu would go through zero if the flux wre

represented in the region outside the mediu by the same equation as

inside the medium. Its value can be calculated explicitly for the one

velocity Mlne prob1em(27) where neutrons are diffusing across a plane

interface between an infinite medium and a vacuum. A vacuum has the

property that any neutron which enters it never returns to the medium.

The vacuum therefore is equivalent to a perfectly absorbing medium.

In an actual experiment one approximates a vacuu interface by covering
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the outside surfaces of the diffusing medium with cadmium. For

isotropic scattering in week absorbers

ZE 6 - 0.71 (9)
where ETS is the macroscopic scattering cross section. For the

anisotropic scattering case with week absorption

E Sr 6 ¤ 0.71 or 6 =· 0.71 ltr (10)

where E%' ¤ Pltr the transport mean free path.
ta

E: where fl ¤ average neutron scattering angle

in lab system

Although Eq. 10 does not strictly apply to small systems, it has

often been used in lieu of anything better; for instance, see (5), (7),

and (9). Assuming Eq. 10 for small gemetries is reasonably justified

if the transport cross section is not a strong function of energy.

However, even for the case of water, where the transport cross section

does depend on energy, Sjbstrend(19) has found that the deviations from

Eq. 10 for slab geometry were small even for slabs 2-3 cm thick. His

results were based on a calculation of the extrapolation distance for

an infinlte s1ab(21) using the P3 approximation of the spherical

harmonics method. In the first approxtmation, the dependence of the

extrapolation distance on B2 was found to be

6
_ .i{tt

¤ 0.7051
‘;1—B2

}L2tr(.0256 — .2825 bl + .0893 bl Zl] ,(ll)

where the b°s are the coefflcients in the expansion of the scattering

function into Legendre Polynomials, ). viz.,

f( ·· 71:7....
ff

0 (12)
¤

_
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The scattering function £(_g2:%[§2 ) is the probability that a neutron

with its velocity directed along J7], will have its velocity directed

along S2. after undergoing a scattering collision. In the derivation

of Eq. ll, all b¤>1 ¤ 0.

A multigroup calculation of 6 for an inflnite slab by Gelbard

and Davis(28) and a calculation also by Nelklnca) indicate that in the

limit as s2—> 0
E == 0.76 R tx. (12)

Nelkin states that while slab geometry can be handled satisfactorily

by the method of Gelbard and Davis, the extension to an inherently three

dimensional problem such as a small right circular cylinder is not very

satisfactory because of the difficulty in calculating the corrections

to the extrapolation distance.

A recent measurement of the extrapolatlon length in pulsed water

systems has been made by DeJuren(23) for cylindrical geometry. His

results are consistant wdth an extrapolation length of 0.ä cm for all

cases. Campbell and Stelson(24) have also obtained an extrapolation

distance of the same order of magnitude for pulsed water measurements.

For both three inch and eight inch diameter cylinders they obtained an

extrapolation distance of 0.äS j_ .05 cm.

The extrapolation distance for hydrogen containing moderators

varies with the nentron energy through the transport cross section.

Deutsch(25) shows that for a Maxwellian neutron spectrum, the assuption

of a 1/v energy dependence for the transport cross section is consistant
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with the results of diffusion length measurements in water. The

extrapolation distance would then vary as

€¤CE%
er 6 oc T!} (14)

where T is the temperature of the moderator in °K.

In view of the difficulty of calculating the proper extrapolation

distance for a right circular cylinder, Eq. 10 was assumed for ca1cu··

lation of B2 in this experiment. The value of Ä gr at room temperature

used in calculating
€

was the average of those given in Tables I and

II. Then Eq. 10 becomes
€ ¤ 0.71 Ru. =· 0.31 cm (15)

which is nearly the same value as that used by Beyster (see Table I) .

Eq. 14 was used to find the extrapolation distance as a function of

temperature.
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III. REVIEW OF LITERAIURE

A comprehensive summary of the measured neutron diffusion

parameters in light water at 22°C. has been given by Küeh1e(7). Table

I lists values of (zjäv), Do, and C (see Appendix for definitlons of

coefficients> for water at rom temperature. Käch1e(7) has measured

the diffusion pätametctö of water between 22 and 80°C. His results are

shown in Table II•

Bechurts(l7) gives the following expression es representing the

temperature dependence of the coefficient Do between 22 and 80°C:

DG ¤¤ (134 ;_%·_ 7)T ~· (4700 j; 2000) cmz/sec (16)

where T is in OK.

Von Dardel and $jgstrand(5) found a value of (2.4 j;0.4) x 10°3

per °C. for the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient

Do in the range 10 to 35°C.

The results of measurements ef the coefficient Do made by Die

and Sehopper(2) in vater over the temperature range 19 to 35°C. are

shown belew.
Temperature °C. Decmz/sec
19 35050 j_600
49 38550 j_l000
75 42250 j_1000
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they derived an expression for temperature dependence of Do which

ie as followez

oo =· assso + {r — 16) (130 5; ao) mz/sec (17)
where T is in °C.

Antonov(12) reported the diffusion perameters of water measured

at 23°C. end ao°c. as

Temp. °C. Zav sec"]- Du cmz/sec C cma/sec
23 4830 ;!·_ 140 35000 j 1000 4000 —!_; 1000

- 2000 ~ 7000

In a laterpaper, Antonov(9) reported the results of his pulsed measure•

mente in water over the temperature range 0.5 to 286°C. Also one

meaeurement was made in ice at —l96°C. The diffusion parameters

published in this paper are summarized in Table III.

A measurement of the diffusion length L of thermal neutrons in

ice at ·l4°C. by Barkov(l0) resulted in a value of L - 2.85 j 0.05 mn.

He shows that the magnitude of L at ~l4°C in ice can be deduced from

that of water by correcting for the lower density and temperature of

ice which lmplies that the difference in chemical binding between ice

and water has little effect on the diffuaion length. From Eq. 18

Cbe1owÖthe value cf the diffusion coefficlent at •14¤C. calculated

from the diffueion length is

Do ¤ 35100 j_l000 cmz/sec.
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Table III

Neutron Diffusion Parameters in Water ·- Antonovuz)

Temp OC Ef: sec'1 Da cmz/sec C cma/sec
0.5 4878 j_-_ 300 32310 _~§_; 1390 4000 _~!_; 1900

3 4830 i 290 33725 j·_ 1420 4400 j-_ 1900

7 4926 j 300 33370 ;_!-_ 1435 3600 i 1500

21 4830 ;I_·_ 290 36210 j 1485 4000 j-_ 1900

71 4695 j 277 43310 j; 1860 4800 j-_ 2000

98 4425 j; 280 47570 i 1950 7200 _·§·_ 3000

105 4525 i 260 48280 j·_ 1980 5200 j_·_ 2400

136 4525 ;I_-_ 260 53250 j-_ 2340 6000 j—_ 2500

138 4348 _+;_ 270 54315 _·g·_ 2336 8800 j; 3900

159 4566 j-_ 260 57865 i 2430 8000 j; 3400

200 4310 j 267 68160 i 2860 9600 j 3900

250 3861 j 222 80585 i 3390 11600 j-_ 4800

286 3584 ;_1_·_ 220 96560 j 3960 20000 _·¢;_ 8300

-196 4505 10500 j 400 2500 j 1000

Äcr (·—196°C) ·• 0.248 j .010 cm
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Wrightaß) has made measurements of the diffuslon length of

themal neutrons in water at three temperatures. The correspondlng

diffusion coefficient was calculated from his measured diffusion

length by Eq. 18.

Temperature °C. L cm Do emz/sec (calc.)

25 2.714 3; .010 34800 3-_ 650

190 3.927 3; .023 64200 3; 1200

277 5.360 3; .037 104000 3·_ 2000

The value of D0 can be calculated from the diffusion length L

by setting the clecay constant Ol from pulsed neutron theory ( see Eq. 28,

Appendlx) equal to zero, correspouding to a steady state system. For

a stationary neutron population (Cb- 0), the equation:

O! ¤ do + DQBZ -
cs’* (Es. 26, Assuan)

becomes

040 + 1:,,1:2-cs‘*==s
but B =·¤ 1/ll. (18, 19) where :1 ¤ \/-1 =>

·~ C/L4 - 0

· 0 Z ok 2. . „·==1. „—c/1. (18)

'The value of (XG is aseumed to be independent of temperature for a

1/v absorber (such as water approxlmates) except for density effects.

Beckurts(17) does not give any temperature dependence for the

diffusion cooling coefficient but states that the ratio of Dc,2/C is
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constant and equal to 3.4 x 105 sec°l.

A theoretical calculation of the thermal neutrou diffusion

properties of water at room temperature carried out by Nelkin(3)

gave the following values:

Do ¤ 37900 cmzf sec

c «· sooo cml*/sec
d (ln DO} - .0034 (19)

dT

Ne1kin's theory predicted that (ln DO} should have a linear tampar¤·

ture dependence rather than Do itself.
It is apparent that the results of measurements of the diffusion

paramters in light water are not in good agreement. There is a need

for some very careful measurements over the whole temperature range.

One such easureent has been made by Lopez und Beyster(20) et 26.7°C.

using the high intensity pulsed linear electron accelerator at General

Atomics. They also discuss possible sources of error in earlier

mcaßufémßuta. Their results are included in Table I.

The tmperature dependence of Do and C are shown in Figs. 6 and

7, respectively. The solid line in Fig. 6 is the theoretical tempera—

ture dependence of Do predicted by Ne1kin(3) (Eq. 19} . The fit ia

quite good, considering the assumptions made in the derivatio of Eq. 19.

No direct prediction of the dependenoe of C upon temperature has been

made. If, however, one assumes the ratio of DO2/C to be conatant over

a range of temperatures; from Eq. 19 the temperature dependence of C
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becumcs
Doz ¤ 3.4 x 105 C.

2 ln Do ¤ ln 3.4 x 105 + lu C

2 d(1¤ D9) • d(1u C) .
dT dT

By Eq. 19

dgln Q} • 2(.0034) = .0068 (20)
GT

with C (22°C) ¤ 3000 cmé/sec.

Eq. 20 is plotted es the aolid line in Fig. 7.
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IV. RBSULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results of Heasurements

Pulsed neutron measurements were carried out in light water at

two temperatures, vie., 1.0;j l.0°C. and ~19 g_1.0°C. A few measure·

mautß were made at 2S°C. to check the equipmnt. The decay constants

measured at room temperature agreed with values reported in the

literature. For the two lower temperatures the size of each sample,

its B2 value calculated from Eq. 12 and 14, and measured decay

cnetant are shown in Tables IV and V. When mre than one measurement

of the decay constant was made for a given sample the recorded value

is the average of the measured values.

The measured decay constants were fitted by the method of least

squares to a polynomial in B2 in accordance with the theory given in

the Appendix. A linear and then a quadratic functional dependence of

dupon B2 was assumed. The value of (E av), the intarcept at B2 ¤· 0,

can be calculated for each temperature as it is temperature independent

except for density effects. The calculated intercept was used to

improve the estimates of the polynomial coefficlents since data was

lacking for low values of B2. K§chle(7) has used a similar procedure

in the analysis of his data. The decay constants for water at l.O°C.

are shown as e function of B2 in Fig. 8; those for ice at •l9°C. in

Fig. 9. The solid line in each figure is the graph of the equatio

from the least squares fit to a linear relation. The diffusion

coefficients for water found in this experiment are given in Table VI.



Table IV

Becay Constanza Meaauxed at 1.0°C.

B cm. R cm.

B213.907.2 0.150 Q .001 9056 Q 300
7.64 7.2 0.249 Q .002 11080 Q 450
6.51 7.2 0.299 Q .003 12670 500
5.74 7.2 0.350 Q .005 13120 Q 550
5.23 7.2 0.395 Q .006 17400 Q 500
4.98 7.2 0.422 Q .007 16770 Q 450
4.63 7.2 0.467 Q .003 19080 Q 500
4.31 7.2 0.516 Q .009 20120 Q 500
3.99 7.2 0.576 Q .012 23690 Q 700
4.30 4.7 0.647 Q .014 24030 Q 800
3.90 4.7 0.725 Q .016 25670 Q 900
3.63 4.7 0.790 Q .018 27060 Q 1000

Table V

Decay Couszants Meaaurcd az ··19°C.

H cm R cm B2 cm~2 ol aec-1

14.3 7.2 0.148 Q .001 9256 Q 300
8.1 7.2 0.235 Q .002 9990 Q 700
6.3 7.2 0.313 Q .003 12045 Q 500
5.6 7.2 0.363 Q .005 13640 Q 600
5.0 7.2 0.422 .007 16200 Q 500
4.45 7.2 0.496 Q .009 18770 Q 800
5.45 4.7 0.506 Q .008 19130 Q 500
4.3 7.2 0.521 Q .011 17720 Q 400
3.9 7.2 0.599 Q .013 19880 Q 950
4.2 4.7 0.669 Q .015 22330 Q 600
3.8 4.7 0.752 Q .017 24850 Q 1000
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The criterion used to decide which functlonal form gave the better

fit to the data, following Parratt(29), is:
N ~» 2.

ß: £=/ N—A"‘
(21)

where ¢1g¤ the measured value of the decay constant at B12

<iT¤ value of decay constant at B12 calculated from functional
form

N ¤ number of measurements

A* ¤ number of constants in function.

The relation which gives the smaller value of/é? is the better fit to

the data. The values of_/9 calculated from Eq. 21 for the above

assumed funetional dependence of <ä on B2 are as follows:

Temp. functlonal Comparison Factor
form Ä?

l°C. linear 858,155
quadratic 924,129

—19°C. linear 431,311
quadrattc 466,120

The linear fit in each case gave a slightly smaller_/9 value. A

quadratic, therefore, does not fit the data better than a linear

relation. This also follows from the errors in the coefficients of the
B4 term in the quadratic relation which in each case are larger than

the coefficients themselves. The data from this experiment were not

sufficiently precise to permit a determination of the diffuslon cooling

coefficient.
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B. Sources of Error

The largest source of error in the measurements of the dacay

constants was the large neutron background mentioned previously

(section II-D), which was present during all the pulsed runs. Tha

neutron decay could be followed for approximately one order of

magnitude before raaching the background. A better estimate of the

equilibrium decay constant could be obtained if the background were

reduced. The errors associated with the decay coatants given in

Tables IV and V were assigned frm the reproducability of the data.

The error in the B2 values is from three main sources. First,

the aluminum cans holding the samples were not perfect right circular

cylinders, but had the lower corner rounded. However, the radius of

curvature was small. A more important source of error was in deter-

mining the exact height of the sample, especially for the ice measure-

ments, since the top surface of the ice was never perfectly flat. The

height was averaged from measurementa in several places. The third

source of error was discussed earlier in selectiug the extrapolation

distance. These errors in B2 are additive in their effect.

The errors in the diffuslon coefficients in Table VI are statistical

errors calculated by the method given by Parratt(29).
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V. APPENDIX

Theory of Pulse:} Neutron Measurements

Following the introduction of a burst of fast neutrons into a

finite moderating sanple, the thermalized neutrons reach an asymptotie

state, known as the fundamental mode. The neutron density in the

fundamental mode decays exponentially with e decay constant Oi .

A theoretical investigation of pulsed neutron experiments has

been made by Nelkinü). The analysis is reetricted to neutrona in an

infinite medium which have reached the fundamental mode. 'The transport

equation is solved by taking a Fourier Traneform in the spatial variable.

The decay constant G ia expanded in powers of the Transform variable

B. The infinite medium theory can be compared with a finite medium

experiment by assigning an equivalent infinite medium B2 value to each

finlte sample. The procedure for assigning the appropriate B2 value

to a finite sample is discusaed in Section II·—E.

The time dependent transport equation for neutrons in an infinite

medium may be written as

$(0+

/ M / 1
I v ' 'JP (1)

where
0

v =· velocity of the neutrons

/4 = ¤· the cosine of the neutron scattering angle
vz
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i”o(Ii* ——> E) es the energy transfer cross section. E-0(E' ·> E)dE is
the probability that e neutron of energy E' will have
its energy in the interval dä containing E after
undergoing e scettering collision.

V E0(E -> E") dä" == the macroscopic (2)
6

scattering cross section at E. The prohability of scattering to
any final neutron energy, E", is considered.

Za (E) =¤ the macroscopic absorption cross section at energy E

E ==¤ s mz ==• energy of neutrons

$(2, /4,4 ,E) =·= neutron source term

8(t) ==- Dirac delta function in time

8(e)¤or¤:c=6¢o
f(z, /,4 ,E,t) dv d/4 dä == the number of neutron; at time t in the
volume element dv containing z, in the energy interval dä containing
E, and whose directions of motion lie within the angular element
d p containing ,.4 , multiplied by the speed of these neutrons.

Eq. 1 assumes special variation in one dimension only, no regeneration

of neutrons, and isotropic scattering.

Assuzse a solution to Eq. l, for t > O, of the form

f(·-·=.p. .E.¤> == f ,,4 (Z. pk (3)
where E aß (z, pt ,E) describes the time independent fundamental
neutron distribution. A superposition of solutions of the form
of Eq. 3 is necessary to satisfy the boundary conditions at t ¤ O.
For a finite medium, the solutions form a discrete set.

Substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. l gives, for 1.: > O,

A ·· ~ _, ol -[,4/ Ki
,

•-L / I 17C ¢ /
ZV de Z,(6~—>~6)VJp „(2,p,E)- so

o ··/
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The source term vanishee for t > 0 because of the delta function at

t === O.

The solution to Eq. 4 is obtaiued by taking a Fourier Transform

in the apatial variable. Define ¢d (B,/u) E) as the Fourier Transform

of°°

.-6 B2'
E) “‘

dz.-oo

where B ie the Fourier Tranafom variable.

Multiplying Eq. 4 by
e"‘·Bz

and integrating over all z, one obtains

66662/ =) )+?()—°‘ (’ /—=’)¤IZ’=

Ieo ..l.FZ/
oo

I 1 0 1Lf
4 ·-·/

(6)

The first term of Eq. 6 may be integrated by parts giving

?° ° 1 ' I Go
,6Bz _ -6 B2 ,*/6 ju 6 I" 6 7C‘*(6"“·E')) J6

.-p¢
_-Oo

oo _B I
L /.1 -,° /ß/ (7)
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Since the neutron flux must vanish Bt both +0:1 and -00 , the first

tem on the right side of Eq. 7 vanishes and Eq. 6 beccmes

oo I °¤- -32/

0
_' —°o

(8)

Subatituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 8 gives

OO I I IJ I 1 I)1« ¢«(7ä1«, F ·2 O -1 (9)

Rewriting Eq. 9 und Lntegrating over /41 , one obtains

1 E) J1- =
-1

/ II °° ..
I

ll 1 I (10),, —1



I E) J#"=
_L i}E)+2'öE)—„+/Üö .é’Z”5¢->Efp' B ‘E',< " ¤ Ü / J J zu J2[8 Ih [ZG) +225) vg a-[B G

¢( 4 6 ,p, (11)
From the clefizxition ci tan']- 2:, it; car: be shown that

tan"'1 z == „Ä·„• In 1 ”" iz
21 1 — iz (12)

Define Q; (B,E) tc bc J
(13)

Subetiäuting E6;. 12 and Eq. 13 into Eq. 11 gives

_1_B
ZSC?) + 2,02) ·· 9,*

v
OO

[I dB' 'Z”o(E' -> E) ¢,;(B„11')] (14)
o

Define

$(8, d,E) ··· 1 tan°1 B"' waB ESG) · 2-,,01) V (~)

Substituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 14 gives

99

¢„«(B„B) ·· s(B„ 6 „E) dB' E- „(E'—> E) (16)
The integral equation (Eq. 16) is considered an eigenvalue problem

in the energy variable with eigenvalues and eigenfuactions depending

on the variable B.

In order to illustrate the constrainta on the problem, Eq. 16

is rewritten and F) subtracted from both sides.
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-/
Q: (Bj E) =

'[ —+ Z(E)¢,,«(¤z€) (1,)
o

Writing iq. 37 in operator notetion

F(B„ d „B) Q; ULB) “ B ¢.,: ULB) (13)
where

FUL d ,3) “ [MB. d „B)J ”l ·· §S(B) (19)
and

ooF) E)
(20)

Constraint 1, A statement of neutron coneervation is obtained

by intcgrating Eq. 18 over energy. The conservation condition is

O¢

F(B„ d „B) BB =“ 0 (21)
o

since the integral of S qÖd(B,E) may be shown to vanish.

eq 0·¢

FUL O1 „B) 4),,(B„B) dB “ S Q ULB) dB
O 0

Frm Eq. 20

O c" o o

j Z_S(E) Q ULB) dB (22)
0

From the definition of Zi q(E) (Eq. 2), Eq. 22 can be written es

°°
00 QQ ¢O

0 oo 0 0
/”;:(ß;„z,;)0$„,(1.s;£)c/E=4}*;j$(69 ¢,„O%E9¤/6’—]‘0£;_Q.(E)<¢a(F5F)¤/F

J6 =¤
6
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Constraint 2. The energy transfer cross section is assumed

to obey the condition of detailed balance which is described by

S M(E) ¤ O (23)

where M(E) is the equilibrium Maxwellian neuttün energy distribution

at the moderator temperature T.

The principle of detailed balancing states that the transition

probebility per uit time for a reaction going one way in time multi-

plied by the density of states is equal to the transition probability

for the sam reaction but with the sense of tie reversed multiplied

bythe density of states.

The condition of detailed balance for the energy transfer cross

section used above can be written as
2'„<E’—>· E) Mw') ··

Z„(—> an ms;. (24)

Substituting Eq. 24 into the definition of S ¢Qg(B,E) with ¢¢g(B,E)

given by M(E) gives

S WE) “ ‘/rpé(E‘·%*E)M(6‘)JE' ·— Ä-(E)/‘1(E)"„
S ms)==By

Eq. 2

S MU?) ** Z50?)M(E)or

S M(E) -= 0

In order to solve Eq. 18 for <1 and «¢g(B,E), the quantities

F(B, ot ,E,), ol , and ¢„,(B,E) are expanded in pmmrs of B.
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SE :2 '
d= <>‘„>" ll <*„_;(2“B) J (25)

Ä:

¤< 2.
/=(6,d,s) = Za ‘ (26)

J:

a

aiBo,.18 and the consexvation condition, Eq. 21, must be eatisfied to

each order in B2. Attention is restricted to the lowest eigenvalue

of E6;. 18. This solution téptasßuts the decay of s fully thermalized

neutron flex. The expanded form of Eq. Z5 in

@1 =» 0%,,+ DOBZ -
c6‘* + FB6 ~:· (28)

The decay comstants measuzei in a pulse:} experiment are fitted to

Eq. 28 by the method of least s•quarea„

Rewrlting Eq• 13

F(B„ of ,1*2) ¢,,(B,E) “ 8 ¢,„(B„) (18)
and substituting into it Eq„ 26 and Eq. 27, one obtaine

°O °.E’. . 2***
[Zj_=0 h~=0

°° °° an ¤¤2 I , ähJE —· Z,(s)'Z4>„C6)C¢B)
0 - rn-o

(29)
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The convolution of two infinite series can he written as

¤<¤ eo W B.
Zaiß : Z{Za·ß_.g_

,/:0 rg Yh h:0 J=° J (Y! Q)
(30)

Using Eq. 30, Eq. 29 can be written aa

ff, .*3. . 2m

h:-0 .\:°
oe 00

hr-0 0

Collecting like terms

°° _ an M __ ..
nw a=° (31)

where

JE' F-Z(E‘—>EM*,.„fß") · ZZÖEMMCE)
6

From Eq. 31 one obtaine the set of integral equations

va
Z-*"’ am

The expansion of o( is cerried out simultaneously with the expansion

of F(B, 0$,E) to the same order.

The expansion of Eq. 19 can be carried out by writing the inverse

tangent as an infinite series.

Ffßd 6) = ——— g (E)’ ’ iwf, 3
"‘ .s (19)
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Utöiäg the G:<}9:1I‘asi:.>!1 fm: @211-1 2:

9 {
fa"'/Z.:

ZFÜB2*6) ————-——-—Z’>AE): — S E + E- E5;. E-‘_-2.7;--.3X {XE 7),7

@992 ><= EXE) +2”„(E) -9}

F/3,1,6:-E’(E)+E“( Z -2*.·‘ E) + JE)
v........_‘LÄ_.......3+ @(13**)

um )— 26-)-2* -—-E-—-—- -/°‘»E ' 9 E 7 E 3[2',cE)+Z„„CE)-gi]

_______iäi._........ +
O(B‘)

‘/EE EXE)+ EXE) - %]’ <¤6>
mxpsbmmg mas, 6} m) by mq. 26

/‘-/€¤§E)=/$[:*,5)··FQ(d,E)Bl+5«[d/E)Fy% —· 0629 (34)
Recalling that: o( must be expanded also, Eq. 33 becomes

_ _„«,,„b,,B‘ CBM ____.?Ä°.......... -F/äd,E)- ZQÜE)-7*7By
g—————————————— + 0(B#{[2§(E)+2Q(E)-$9-l_*‘l‘L‘?—°\}$-Lsi/[ga )
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7_
2 v V :<2‘c)¤I„{6)—·ie -

7>B·‘·'ß T[, 5* V

:,,66)

T? ‘TÜ" *7
0/56

__ 29. „.
Tv

Q ._..l°2.......-· -—

VEquatingcoefficients in Eq. 3!• and Eq. 35 2

/·;/¤¢E)= ZQCE)- 06)

2) __ _____L_....../i,(„¤,6)= 7,2 (37)

Ff ""V (38)
To lowest order then Eq. 32 becomes

<28>
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The lowest eigenvalue of Lq. 37 corresponds to the decay of a fully

thermelized pulse in an infinite medium with no special veriation.

For a l/xs absorber,

Qßam == mm
a Mexwellian distribution. By Eq. 23, the right side of Eq. 38 vanishes

which implies

da = »· Yam crm
Fer n ==· 1 Eq. 32 becomes

/*2/d„E) @{6) + /äfd,/:)¢„/6) = S4: (F) (40)
for e 1/v absorber Fo(¤l,E) Ö2(E) == O and Eq. 40 becomes

F2( d Ä) ME) “ S ¢z(K) (#1)

Integreting Eq. 41 with respect to energy end applying the neutron

conservation condition

°° oo{I,
/i(¤¢E)/WE) C/E=00

o

oo YES .. -4- MIEJJE =0v 3 EXE)
o (42)

Selving Eq. 42 for DO
°° /- ——- £6)JE

I Pf MZEJJ/; = 3ZXE) M
—-— MCs) 6

then DO =¤ (43)

0
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Eq. 41 becomes

MKE) = S¢„ (6)
(*+4)

Eq. 44 for @2 (E) represents the shiit of the spectrum to lower

energies due to the increase in leakage rate with neutron velocity which

is called diffusion cooling. The diffueion cooling is the dominant

contribution to the decay constant to order B4.

For n -¤= 2, Eq. 32 becomes

(*+5)

Integrating Eq. 45 over energy and applying the neutron conservation

condition

which becomes

For a l/v absorber, E°( ot ,E) ¢y(E) ¤ 0

,0;(*+6)

Substituting into Eq. 46 the values of F2( oz ,E) and Ey ( og ,E) from

Eqs. 37 and 38 respectively,
¢< IMKEME +L __

JF =-·<>
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Solving for C
°° 1L- de [—-V-ei zeugC_ BZTÖE] V 1sg(5) M

oo[wi MCE)JEV V0
(*+7)

The diffusion cooling coefficient C is made up of two terms

C ¤ CD + CT (48)

eo .J... .. bo]
Cb-.

L5
V CÄCEICIE

where ”
I -Cf

W
V M(1:)JE

0 (*+9)
CD is related to the diffusion cooling of the epectrum in Eq. 44

——-——· ¤*·· — —- /*1/6 J
C

V] IE
and rp —°°

I
f 7 MKE) JE

a
(50)

Ct represent the contribution to order B4 due to deviations from

diffusion theory and is independent of any deviations of the spectrum

from a Maxwellian distribution.
In water for which the 1/v case spplles apprmcimately

Ct /.5 1/5 CD (51)
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Ey expanding Eq. 5 into spherical harmonics, the above results

may be extended to the auisotropic scattering case. The coefficieuts

ef Eq. 28 are then given by Eqs. 39, 43, and 47 if j5(E) is replaced

bv Z „,<¤>-



ABSTRAST

The neutron diffusion parameters of water and ice were measured

by the pulsed source method at two temperatures; l.O°C. and •l9°C.

Neutron pulses were obtained at one millisecond intervals by

modulsting the beam in a Cockcroft·Walton type sccelerator. The

1H3(d,n)2He4 reaction was used to generate neutrons.

The samples were contained in cylindrical aluminm sans covered

with cadmium. The experiment was conducted inside a large paraffin

block which served as a neutron shield and thermal insulator. The

temperature of the samples was maintained constant to within 3 l°C.

Neutrons leaving one surface of the sample were counted in a

BF3 proportional counter. The time distribution of these neutrons was

recorded by an eighteen channel time analyser. The width of each

channel was 20 microseconds. The opening of the first channel was

delayed 100 microseconds with respect to the start of the neutron burst

to minimize harmonics in the neutron decay.

A geometric buckling was calculated for each sized sample fromB2 + [....1*....V <l>
R~+€ H + 26

where B2 ¤ geometric huckling

2.405 ¤ first zero of JU Bessel Functions
R ¤ radios of cylinder

H ¤ height of cylinder

G? ¤ extrapolation distance



The ertrapolation äietaree Gl was calcnlateé {rom

6 0.71 2#6* M.- < >
where ;ÄaI e mean free path of neutrens in water

TIER extrapolation Ö.i$3’¢2&'i'!CR Wßä ßößußléd tt) Väfy BS Tg WÜRIB T

li;} IZYER fZOI‘.l§g)CI“3C\1X'S iftÖtlglfüüßThe

measured decay constants, CÄ, were iitted by the method of

least squeres to a polynomial in B2 of the form

GQ *·* (E av) 2* DQBZ ·· ¢B" (3)
where

ifa ¤ the macroacopic absorption cross section

v “ the neutroh velocity

Da ¤ diffusion coefficient
C ¤ diffusion cooling coefficient

The resultant values of (f av) and Da for each temperature are

below. The data did not permit a determination of C.

1.0°c. ( §T8v) ¤ 4595 g_365 eec”1, Da ¤ 29600 g_840 cm?/sec

··l9°C„ ( fav) ¤ 4355 gj; 263 secq', Da =¤= 27050 3; 630 mz/see
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